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Robert Lawson - illustrations in Poo-Poo and the Dragons
Jetse Reijenga

C S Forester was an author of many trades. He started
writing biographies, some of which were at least "well received". He tried crime and his first effort, Payment Deferred was one of the “99 Best Crime Stories” chosen by
the Sunday Times and it enabled him to write the two Annie Marble travel books. His novels and stories about the
Peninsular, first and second world wars made him famous
and the Hornblower sequel gave him ever lasting fame.
Many books in most fields have been filmed. Not many
Forester readers and Hornblower addicts however have
read his children's book Poo-Poo and the Dragons.
(all citations from Novelist & Storyteller, John Forester)
Cecil produced an amateur story over this summer, PooPoo and the Dragons, designed to encourage his son
George to eat better. George at this time did not eat well.
Father then decided to tell a story at lunchtime as long as
George ate. When George stopped eating, the story
stopped. This story grew famous in the neighbourhood,
and soon not only George and me but Tom Lewis and
John and Bill Underhill were regular visitors for lunch, all
of us encouraging George to eat so we could hear more of
the story. Like any successful serial writer, Father managed to foreshadow a crucial event just at the critical time,
which was not at the end of the day’s instalment but just
as George would be wondering whether or not to ask for a
second helping.

He prepared quite nice drawings of roly-poly dragons,
rather in the Disney style, but Little, Brown’s editors preferred a different style. “And I’ve got a nasty piece of news
for Bill Underhill. L.B. want to illustrate Poo-Poo by Lawson, the great man here for kid’s books. Would you break
the news to him? Pay him for any work he has done since
I left. I am really very sorry, and I think L.B. are wrong. But
I’m too busy to fight them, and they ought to know best —
anyway, they are sparing no expense.”
Perhaps Father was right. At any rate, when we saw Lawson’s drawings of bony dragons we compared them very
unfavourably with Bill’s. We thought Lawson was drawing
plucked chickens. And of course Lawson showed that he
knew nothing at all about ferryboats, which was our special hobby, for he had drawn a tugboat instead.

There are several hints at Hornblower in text and illustrations. The dragon is called Horatio and it gets seasick on
board a ferry boat (picture above). And in another illustration, where the dragon gets stuck in a tunnel, there is a
“Hotel Hornblower” to be seen on the slope of a mountain.
Sometime after the Poo-Poo stories had run their course
Cecil wrote them out for publication and the book was
accepted in the fall by Little, Brown & Co. Father had commissioned the most talented of his listeners, Bill Underhill,
to prepare drawings for the book. Bill was the son of an
art teacher and wanted to be a commercial artist (he later
became one).
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Sour grapes, but the illustrations in my view are excellently drawn and charming. Little, Brown & Co have made
just the right choice. One can complain about someone
else's dragons looking like plucked chickens, but what is
the true image of a dragon?
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Dragons in illustrations generally fall into one of two categories: the Fierce ones or the Friendly ones. Lawson's are
the latter. In any case, they look surprisingly similar to
those by Robin Jacques (see illustration to the right) and a
number of others such as Walt Disney and Marten Toonder. Could Penguin, in choosing Robin Jacques to illustrate the 1950's Penguin covers of the Hornblower reissues, have been inspired by the Lawson illustrations in
Poo-Poo?

The story Poo-Poo is entertaining enough for young children. However, there is one sentence in the book that is
repeated too many times, and that is that "the boy’s father
was a very clever man", very annoying. But let us hear
what John Forester has to say about that:

Robert Lawson (1892-1957, portrait below) was a successful American author and illustrator of children's books.
He studied art at the New York School of Fine and Applied
Art. His career as an illustrator began in 1914, when
his illustration for a poem
about the invasion of Belgium
was
published
in Harper's Weekly. During
World War I, he served as a
camouflage artist in the US
army. After the war, Lawson
resumed his work as an
artist, and in 1922, illustrated his first children's
book, The Wonderful Adventures of Little Prince Toofat. In
total, he illustrated as many as forty books by other authors, and another seventeen books that he wrote himself,
including Ben and Me: An Astonishing Life of Benjamin
Franklin By His Good Mouse Amos .
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‘The fact that we knew very well that “the very clever man”
was C.S.Forester we could never hold against him; he
was charming about it, and, confound it all, he was indeed
a very clever man……He claimed to be the only man in
the world who had read the Britannica through more than
once….. His ability to recall odd facts, or what he stated
as facts, about the most abstruse of subjects led his listeners to believe that he was a well educated man.’
Sources: Excerpts are from Novelist & Stotyteller p. 378
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In the Steps of Horatio Hornblower at the Admiralty
John Roberts

(Extracts from Hornblower and the Crisis and from Hornblower and the Atropos)
“…Then [Hornblower] turned up Whitehall and reached
the Admiralty. The doorkeeper eyed him and his bundle
with intense suspicion when he first applied himself to him
– it was not only cranks and madmen that he had to turn
away, but the naval officers who came to pester their
Lordships for employment. ‘I have a letter for Mr Marsden
from Admiral Foster’ said Hornblower, and was interested
to see the doorkeeper’s expression soften at once. ‘Would
you please write a note to that effect on this form sir?’ he
asked. Hornblower wrote ‘Bringing a message from RearAdmiral Harry Foster’ and signed it, along with his boarding-house address…” (Hornblower and the Crisis, Chapter
8).

By strange coincidence the first time that I would have
seen Old Admiralty, not that I would have been aware of it
at the time of course, was in the splendid 1951 Warner
Brothers film Captain Hornblower, starring Gregory Peck.
There is the scene, where he leaves the main door of the
Admiralty and then stops on the steps to talk to Lady Barbara (she is newly married to Admiral Leighton and Hornblower has just lost Maria). It was actually filmed in the
courtyard of Old Admiralty. [There was also the1960 ‘20th
Century-Fox’ film Sink the Bismarck, starring Kenneth
More, based on CSF’s book Hunting the Bismarck, which
also featured Old Admiralty and part of the film was shot
just outside. But here we are only concerned with HH].

C S Forester is a great master of detail and he had clearly
visited Old Admiralty as his accurate description of the
procedures there were just as I found them when I worked
there, and found myself ‘walking in the steps of HH
(Horatio Hornblower)’.
Lawrie Brewer’s fine picture of my old office at the Admiralty, in the 14th edition of “Reflections” (page 7), recalled
to mind my service in that same building. My office was on
the first floor, overlooking the courtyard, just to the right of
the right hand pillar in Lawrie’s picture (see Figure 2 to the
right).
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It was in 1974 that I received my appointment to Old Admiralty (I was a lieutenant serving onboard one of Her
Majesty’s frigates in the Indian Ocean at the time). My
appointment was as ‘Assistant Secretary to the Naval
Secretary’, Admiral Sir John Forbes, in the rank of lieutenant commander. The Naval Secretary's responsibilities
include officers' promotions and appointments, including
sea commands, so as in HH’s day, officers were regularly
calling at Old Admiralty seeking specific commands and
appointments. Appointments, promotions, honours and
decorations are still to this day announced in the Gazette,
which, as we know was one of the most important periodicals that HH regularly studied. (“… ‘I will make arrangements for your posting to be gazetted, Captain.’ This was
Barrow attending to details. ‘You will read yourself in before the end of the week.” From ‘H and the Crisis’). One of
my tasks, as Assistant Secretary, was to draft Gazette
entries for Captains.
Old Admiralty Building was constructed on the west side
of Whitehall, on the edge of St James’s Park. It was
erected in 1723-25 as an east facing three-storey building
surrounding a courtyard (see Figure 3 below).

It was designed and built by Thomas Ripley (1682 – 1758)
(the main central section with the Palladian entrance is
called “Ripley Block”). Thomas Ripley was by this time
well established as a prominent London architect and in
the same year he was appointed Comptroller of the King’s
Works, in succession to Vanbrugh. The main building
housed the boardroom and offices, whilst the rooms on
the south side (Admiralty House proper) provided private
apartments for the most senior members of the Admiralty
Board (see Figure 4 top right). The screen above the front
entrance was designed by Robert Adams and added in
1788. It carries the fouled anchor of the Admiralty. As HH
says in “HH and the Atropos” “…the foul anchor of the
Admiralty, the most inappropriate emblem conceivable for
a nation that ruled the sea…” Bracegirdle and HH meet
several times under the Old Admiralty portico.
On the south side of the courtyard is Admiralty House,
which was built in 1786 and became the official residence
of the First Lord of the Admiralty two years later (see Figure 5 bottom right). It remained the official residence right
up to 1964, when the Secretary of State for Defence subsumed the appointment of First Lord.
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Sir Robert Taylor designed the building, which was ordered by the Prime Minister, William Pitt. The rooms,
where I have attended various functions, are well appointed and contain fine paintings. The main feature of the
drawing room is a heavily carved chimney-piece (c.1725)
from Wricklemarsh House, Blackheath. The dining room is
furnished in the style of William IV and the handsome
chimney-piece is carved with the theme of “Hercules rejecting pleasure for virtue”. There are portraits of former
Secretaries of the Board, the most famous being that of
Samuel Pepys (a copy of the Kneller portrait in Magdalene
College, Cambridge) which hangs over the sideboard.
Though the stone paved vestibule is rather austere the
main staircase, which is lined with portraits of former First
Lords including Lord Cilcennin, the last First Lord, enhances it. I am not sure whether HH or CSF ever visited
Admiralty House, but I will need to re-read some of my
Hornblower books again to confirm that.
In Hornblower and the Crisis, after dozing in the waiting
room, in a high backed wooden chair in a corner, HH is
awoken by a messenger and escorted to see Marsden,
Secretary to the Admiralty Board. The procedures for visitors, when I was in Old Admiralty, were just the same as in
Hornblower’s day and indeed at other times, when visiting
I have gone through the same process. After walking
across the cobbled stones of the central courtyard visitors
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addressed themselves to the doorkeeper and stated their
business and whom they wished to see (having made an
appointment in advance of course, as HH did after his first
visit to Marsden).
When they had filled in a visitor’s form the doorkeeper
contacted the appropriate person (by telephone nowadays!). Visitors then waited in the same waiting room on
the ground floor where HH sat, which still includes some
of the high backed leather covered wooden chairs, before
a messenger would escort them to their appointment. On
completion of their appointment the visitor’s form would be
signed off and the time inserted before they departed.
Whilst I was there I would often check in the waiting room
for any colleagues who might be waiting to see their
“Appointer” (‘Director of Naval Officers Appointments’). In
“Hornblower and the Atropos” HH fortunately spots a colleague from the Indefatigable, Bracegirdle, when he calls
at the Admiralty to retrieve his watch. Bracegirdle is on the
staff and, as flag-lieutenant to the First Lord of the Admiralty, Admiral Lord St Vincent, “…was wearing a lieutenant’s uniform with the aiguillettes of a staff appointment”.
Aiguillettes are still worn by flag-lieutenants and certain
other officers in staff appointments, and indeed I wore
them in three different appointments, but uniform is no
longer routinely worn in Old Admiralty or MoD Buildings. In
the legendary incident in Whitehall in 1982, when Admiral
Sir Henry Leach, the First Sea Lord, helped convince Margaret Thatcher to stand up to Argentina and authorise a
task force to sail south, he was wearing full uniform but
that was merely because he had just returned from a ceremonial visit to Portsmouth and had not had time to change
before urgently calling on the Prime Minister.
In “Hornblower and the Crisis” HH is led by the messenger
to meet the Secretary. Marsden is in “a lovely elegant
room looking out on to the Horse Guards Parade”. This
implies it was on the first floor at the back of the building,
which is exactly where the Admiralty Board Room is, and
which could certainly be described as a lovely elegant
room.
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Though Old Admiralty does not back on to Horse Guards
you would have been able to see it from the rear of the
building (see plan in Figure 6 above) in HH’s time, but not
now. An elegant but massive extension was built on the
rear of the building prior to World War I to provide office
space for the greatly increased staff necessary to administer the Navy (see Figure 7 below). The outlook now onto
the quadrangle is not particularly attractive, but HH would
have been able to see St James Park.
The famous and beautifully wood panelled Admiralty
Board Room, which I got to know very well, is still in regular use for meetings of the Admiralty Board and by individual Board members (see Figure 8 next page). C S Forester almost certainly saw the boardroom when he visited
Old Admiralty. The room is steeped in Naval History and
uniquely has been unchanged for nearly 300 years as the
heart of the same major Department of State.
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It has been preserved much as it was in HH’s time, though
a number of changes were made when the board room
was restored in 1847 (see Figure 9 bottom left). The great
ornate ceiling built in 1788 was shattered by bombs during
the Blitz in 1941 but after the war it was reconstructed as
an exact replica. The centrepiece of the room is the fine
marble fireplace, which has the arms of Charles II and
magnificent lime wood carved surrounds. The carvings are
said to be the work of Grinling Gibbons in 1695 and transferred to the board room when it was built in 1725, initially
to the south wall, where HH would have seen them, and
then moved to the present position in 1847 (see Figure 10
top right).
One of the most famous items in the boardroom is the
wind dial over the fireplace, though it would have been on
the north wall when HH was there. The wind dial was
made in 1708 and was brought from an earlier Admiralty
Building. It is connected to a metal weather vane on the
roof of the building and in the past permitted admirals to
judge the prevailing wind. On the roof there was a large
wooden semaphore, which enabled messages to be transmitted to the naval ports at remarkable speeds (see Figure
at the top of the article).
Whether HH’s meeting, with Marsden, was in the boardroom is not exactly clear. HH goes on to say “…a room
that exactly suited Mr Marsden, who was seated at an
oval table…” the conference table in the boardroom, which
was made in 1788, is oblong with a distinctive section cut

of one end (see Figure 11 below). I don’t know whether
the cut out section was part of the original table or added
later. It was certainly used by George Ward Hunt the
twenty-four stone First Sea Lord in 1874. In any case the
table was certainly not oval.

HH is impressed by Marsden, considering him “…a tall
and incredibly elegant gentleman of middle age…”. William Marsden, Secretary to the Admiralty and a distinguished orientalist, is of course, a real life character who,
as CSF says, played a very important part in the management of the Navy, which was a vast enterprise at that time.
(“…Hornblower knew him [Marsden] to be already a legendary figure. His name was know throughout England…It
was he who handled all the executive work of the greatest
navy the world had ever seen…out of everybody in the
world Mr Marsden could most nearly be described as the
one who was fighting single-handed the war to the death
against the French Empire and Bonaparte.”).
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The Royal Navy, in which HH was a captain, was as big
as all of the rest of the warships in the world put together.
It was in fact the biggest centrally controlled organisation
in the world and Marsden, as First Secretary, was key to
its success. John Barrow, Second Secretary to the Admiralty, whom HH briefed on Ferrol and who then took the
credit when briefing Lord Barham, was also a real life
character and became well known.
The plan, which HH proposes, is a masterstroke, to
prompt Admiral Villeneuve to come out with the combined
French and Spanish fleets and fight Nelson. It results of
course in Trafalgar and the end of any dreams Napoleon
may have had of invading England. It is perhaps rather
fitting that HH having had a hand in bringing about Trafalgar and the death of Nelson is then charged with organising his funeral procession on the Thames from Greenwich
to Whitehall steps in “Hornblower and the Atropos” and
thus his next visit to Old Admiralty where he meets Admiral Lord St Vincent.
For me that funeral procession was perhaps my last view
of HH. In 2005 Nelson’s funeral procession was reenacted on the Thames with the funeral barges passing
HMS Belfast. My office onboard Belfast overlooked the
Tower of London and the river thus giving me a splendid
view of the ceremonial barges as they were pulled serenely up river (see Figure 12 on the right).

Picture credits (GI = Google Images)
1.Engraving of Old Admiralty (note the semaphore signalling mast on the roof to the left). (GI)
2.Ripley Block, Old Admiralty (circa 1970) (JAR).
3.Looking south down Whitehall, with Old Admiralty on
the right (circa 1770). (MoD, Parker Gallery).
4.Old Admiralty (circa 1800). (GI).
5.Admiralty House, south side of the courtyard. (MoD,
Parker Gallery).
6.Plan of Old Admiralty 1794 (GI).
7.Admiralty extension overlooking Horse Guards. (GI).
8.Admiralty Board Meeting 1990 (Admiralty, from
“Safeguarding the Nation – the story of the modern Royal
Navy” by John Roberts).
9.Admiralty Board Room in HH’s time before refurbishment (compare fire places). (Drawn by Rowlandson &
Pugin in 1808).
10.The fireplace today (Admiralty).
11.The Board Room table (Admiralty).
12. Nelson’s funeral, 2005 (“Navy News”, Sarah
Fletcher).

FIRST AND SECOND SECRETARIES TO THE BOARD
Date

1st Secretary

2nd Secretary

3 Mar 1795
21 Jan 1804
22 May 1804
10 Feb 1806
9 Apr 1807
24 Jun 1807
12 Oct 1809

Evan Nepean
William Marsden
William Marsden
William Marsden
William Marsden
Wellesley Pole
John Crocker

William Marsden
Benjamin Tucker
John Barrow
Benjamin Tucker
John Barrow
John Barrow
John Barrow

First Secretary:
MP and member of the Government, appointed by Prime Minister
Second Secretary:
Permanent Head of the Admiralty Office (Civil Servant)
Appointments changed with change of Government.
As seen from the dates in Hornblower and the Crisis and in the
table above, this places Hornblower’s interviews at the Admiralty
between 22 May 1804 and 10 February 1806. This corresponds to
Villeneuve setting course for Cadiz on August 11th and the battle
of Trafalgar being fought in October 1805. The portrait to the right
depicts Sir John Barrow, 1st Baronet, 19 June 1764 – 23 November 1848), painted by John Jackson.
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Hornblower and Samaná Bay in Santo Domingo
Ludwig Heuse

As readers of C S Forester know, Horatio Hornblower, the
sea hero in the making, served in the year 1800 as – to
his dismay – fifth lieutenant on the 74 gun HMS Renown
under the command of the “mentally unstable” captain
Sawyer. After the latter fell (?) down the hatchway and
was incapacitated, Hornblower, under command of
Lieutenant Bush stormed the fort at the eastern end of the
Samaná peninsula, just opposite the town of Savaná
(todays Sábana de la Mar) on the mainland of Santo
Domingo. A first attempt of the Renown under the
command of Lt. Buckland to force its way into Samaná
Bay had already failed in the crossfire of red-hot shot from
the fort and the battery east of Savaná. The mission was
to destroy this convenient and, as the Renown learnt, very
well protected anchorage of the privateers, which were
molesting the commercial traffic through the Mona
Passage between Santo Domingo and Puerto Rico just 60
nautical miles to the East.

force the “Dons” into unconditional surrender. See the
cannons shooting range which I added in red to the map
of the Hornblower Companion for illustration.

I read in another source that well into the 18th century the
Samaná peninsula actually was an island, which was connected later to the mainland through sediments floating
down the Yuna River and settling at the western shore of
the bay.
After having read the Hornblower Companion and having
seen the map of Samaná Bay presented there, I asked
myself how it could have been possible to take the Renown into crossfire between 24 pounders stationed at a
distance of 15 miles? 24 pounders, the size of the cannons used by the Spanish batteries as well as by the Renown, have – to my knowledge – a range of about 2500
meters, about the same as the 9 pounder Bush mounted
later on the mountain range West of the fort in order to
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I visited the area coming from the South on unpaved
roads into Savaná/Sábana de la Mar, a god-forsaken
place on this day of storm and rain. No café on the waterfront (well, I just had started my DomRep education), just
a “Bar” protected by iron bars where one could have a
Coke and some bad food.
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Streets full of potholes, the water in the bay muddy with
the soil washed down from the mountains. If you ever
want to check my narrative, beware, because the ferry
which is supposed to cross the bay from Sábana de la
Mar to the well developed tourist town of Santa Bárbara
on the peninsula does not carry any cars, so one has to
make a 300 kilometre detour along the shore of the bay.
The ferry cannot even dock on the quay because of shallow water so the passengers are shipped out to the ferry
with a small boat. Later I settled into quite a nice hotel
(www.villaserena.com) in Las Galeras on the eastern tip of
the peninsula in order to continue my investigations.
With the help of a local map I identified the mountain (El
Caballo, 374 m) where a fort would have to be situated in
order to fit to Lt. Bush’s description that one could see the
Atlantic and the bay from the same spot: “Here from the
gun platform the whole view of the bay opened up. There
was the opposite shore; the shallows where the Renown
had grounded (was it only yesterday?), the rolling country
lifting immediately into the hills of that side, with the
sharply defined shape of the other battery at the foot of
the point. To the left the peninsula dropped sharply into a
series of jagged headlands, stretching like fingers into the
blue, blue ocean; farther round still was the sapphire surface of Scotchman’s Bay (today’s Playa el Valle) and
there, with her backed mizzen topsail catching brilliantly
the rising sun, lay the Renown.”
On my way to Scotchman’s Bay I came to the Rio San
Juan (well, actually it’s a creek, picture below) which had
to be forded as the bridge had been washed away in the
last flood or had never existed and I gave up as by then I
was a little tired after two punctures and after crossing
another river with my little Chevrolet.

But I did succeed in visiting the bay next to Scotchman’s
Bay, named today Playa Rincon, where Bush could have
landed as well.
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Playa Rincon. The debris on the beach consists mostly of
dead wood from the palm trees mixed with some refuse of
the affluent society (plastic bottles, cans etc.)
The following photo, made from Las Galeras looking East,
shows the mountain range with the peak of El Caballo
indicated.

Hornblower finds that amongst the 450 garrison the British
took prisoner and shipped away to Jamaica “there was a
small sprinkling of Negroes and mulattoes, but most of
them were Spaniards”, which I can confirm as there are
very few white-skinned people left in the area. Today’s
population is more than 90 % black. My tourist guide informed me that the Samana peninsula was nearly uninhabited in the 19th century after the indigenous Indians
had died out before efforts were made by the government
of the Dominican Republic to repopulate it with freed
slaves from the U.S.A.
The following photo shows the cliffs in the direction towards the bay and directly opposite Savaná/Sábana de la
Mar where the fort would have been built if it had been
built. In the distance you see one of the “jagged headlands, stretching like fingers into the blue, blue ocean…”

The bay is fully navigable and one sees no sign of any
“narrow channel”. Big cruise ships enter it all the time and
anchor at the resort town Santa Bárbara.
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Anyway, on my way out of the area I realized that there
must be some connection with Hornblower one way or the
other as I passed a delivery truck full of bananas, pineapples and other fruits. On the body of the truck, written in
bold black letters, I read: “El Supremo”.
See title picture of this article: fort at Puerto Plata
Up the coast I found a fort 150 km west of Samaná Bay
which looks pretty much like the one described in the
book: “At each corner of the fort there was a small bastion
built out, to give flanking fire along the walls, and on the
top of the southwest bastion stood a little watchtower
which carried the flagstaff.” One immediately believes that
“Silk, the immensely powerful bosun’s mate” could have
crashed its door after hewing at it with the axe for a couple
of minutes.

SOCIETY NEWS
AGM 2010 PORTSMOUTH
A PROGRAMME WITH A BANG!!!
Saturday, 25. September 2010
The Churchillian Pub ( www.churchillian.co.uk/ ) on Portsdown Hill with the best view over Portsmouth and Spithead.
1400 Tea/coffee/refreshments
1430 AGM / Society issues
1530 Break and commute to Fort Nelson about 3 miles
away. Guests join in.
http://www.royalarmouries.org/visit-us/fort-nelson
1600 Programme start with 2 rounds from a 12 pounder
cannon (photo below), fired by a costumed gun
crew
1645 Back at The Churchillian: "Portsmouth as a Naval
Base, past and present" John Roberts
1700 Book of the year: Mr. Midshipman Hornblower
Joint presentation by Lawrie Brewer, Ludwig
Heuse, Jetse Reijenga and John Roberts
1745 “Ending of the Crisis”
A new conclusion written by our member Robert W
Smith to this unfinished novel by CSF
Joint presentation by R W Smith, Jetse Reijenga
and John Roberts
1845 Dinner with our traditional “Castle Pie” as served
by Captain Pellew on the HMS Tonnant in Hornblower and the Hotspur.
1100 Optional on Sunday, 26 September: Boat trip
through the harbour starting from the Portsmouth
Historic Dockyard (HMS Victory)
Fee

GBP 15 (Dinner and boat trip charged separately)
Please confirm your attendance by e-mail to
chair@csforester.eu

Otherwise this fort would not have served Hornblower to
distinguish himself by storming it from the hinterland as
there is no hinterland here, but just nearby the midsize
town of Puerto Plata, which would have made it difficult for
the relatively small British forces to hold the fort against
attack.
The cannon lying dismantled on the ground next to the fort
(photo above) – could that be one of those thrown down
over the edge of the bastion walls, before “two tons of
gunpowder, ignited by the slow match left burning by the
demolition party”, blow Fort Samaná into pieces and history?
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More information on locations and hotels:
http://csforester.eu and click Meetings
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CORRESPONDENCE
The many sides of C S Forester
Our member in Israel, Jehuda K. Straschnow sent us two
old newspaper clippings. One from the Jerusalem Post of
1954, entitled Two Sides of C S Forester in which Paula
Arnold discusses the Little, Brown editions of Hornblower
and the Atropos and of The Nightmare. Mrs Arnold states
that she personally liked the first chapter of Atropos, when
Hornblower and his Maria travel all across England. Those
present at the 2009 AGM cannot but agree. The Nightmare is described as a collection of the most gruesome
horror stories about Nazi bestiality. The most significant
tale is The Physiology of Fear. A scientist is told to investigate how different people under torture behave under the
influence of fear. When his results show that Nordics and
the "lesser breeds" behave exactly alike, he is arrested
and charged with treason. Stories reminding us what
should not be forgotten, but recommended only to people
with strong nerves. The contrast between the two books
can hardly be larger, and show Forester's versatility. Two
sides of Forester? There are more than two!

A New Hornblower!!
Order your copy of C S Forester’s Hornblower & the Crisis, a novel finished by R W Smith, Hardcover €15 (+
postage) or PDF €7.50 from http://lulu.com.csforester

The second clipping comes from a Dutch Newspaper of
1953. In translation it reads:
The creator of Hormblower, C S Forester, completed a
new Hornblower, in which the sea-hero died at the age of
72. Forester stipulated however that this book may be
published only after his death, as he was afraid of reproaches, similar to those the large public showered on
Conan Doyle when he let Sherlock Holmes die. In the
meantime the public can in November again observe its
hero Hornblower in full action when Michael Joseph, London will publish “Hornblower and the Atropos”.
Died at 72? In the Last Encounter, Hornblower is 72 but
doesn’t die. This is at variance with the relevant paragraphs in Novelist and Storyteller, or am I missing something? Very likely it was just a publicity stunt to promote
the Atropos. We all know Hornblower is immortal and CSF
at times a media manipulator.

NEXT REFLECTIONS
Next Reflections, due November 2010 will feature Ludwig
Heuse with Report from Portsmouth. John Roberts on Red
Hot Shot, Ken Napier on US Navy’s Pocket Battleships
and Lawrie Brewer on the 'Randall & the River of Time'
sundial'.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
A special welcome to new members who have joined
since Reflections 15: Mrs. Beth LaPointe, Mr. Robert Gill,
Mr. James Adams, and Mr. Patrick Smith in USA, Mr. Jim
Purvis in the UK and Mr. Vince Wolfs and Mr. Dick Kooyman in Australia.
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